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SPEAKERS BIOS

Dr. Nirmal Kaur, MD
Syncoro Health LLC
Henry Ford Health 

Dr. Nirmal Kaur is a board-certified gastroenterologist at Henry Ford
Health in Detroit, Michigan. She previously served as the Director of

the Inflammatory Bowel Disease Center from 2010 - 2022, and
established the program as a tertiary care referral center. Dr. Kaur
then moved into executive roles at Henry Ford Health, where she
led community physician relationships across all tertiary services

and health system expansion into rural Michigan. She is now
President and CEO of Syncoro Health LLC, a healthcare consulting

firm that serves to improve access to specialty services for rural and
underserved communities. Dr. Kaur will be sharing her experience at

the NASMDA conference in 2024, and the foundation behind her
professional path. 

Gurpal Singh is the CEO of U.S. Dermatology Partners, a leading
practice management company with 2,000+ teammates across

100+ locations in 8 states. A growth-oriented healthcare executive
and investor, Singh is passionate about building world-class

healthcare organizations that deliver exceptional patient care
experiences. Previously, he served as the Chief Operating Officer of

NorthStar Anesthesia, a TPG-backed practice management
company with 2,500+ teammates across 150+ facilities in 21 states

and led its successful sale in 2018. Prior to joining NorthStar, Gurpal
built and ran Emanation Partners, a research & analytics platform

serving leading investment managers. Earlier, he was a Vice
President at H.I.G. Capital where he led investments in several
healthcare sectors including physician practice management,

wound care, and specialty pharmaceuticals. Paul started his career
as a private equity associate at CHS Capital and investment banking

analyst at Citigroup.

 Dr. Gurpal Singh
CEO at U.S. 

Dermatology Partners



Dr. Guru Singh
Founder & CEO at

Scispot

My journey began when I lost my mother because a life-saving drug
arrived too late. As a molecular biologist by training, I made it my

mission to accelerate biotech R&D, ensuring that no one else would
have to suffer the same loss. Working at three life science software

companies in the United States and Germany, I gained valuable insights
into the industry. It was during this time that I discovered a significant
problem: 80% of R&D data couldn't be analyzed because it was siloed

across different teams and collaborators. Seeing a great opportunity to
make a difference, I teamed up with my brother, a talented tech and

data expert. Together, we formed a perfect duo. With our
complementary skills, we set out to create a "glue" that would unite the
scattered data and revolutionize biotech R&D, ensuring that life-saving

products could reach those in need, right on time.

Simran’s north star is finding ways to help people live joyful, healthy lives
through the products, companies and communities she builds. Simran has
worked across the healthcare sector - from established health systems to

new startups looking to cause disruption. Her latest work focused on digging
deep into healthtech innovation, where she helped an award-winning digital
Health companies strategize and build their operations. She led global teams

and built regulated software medical devices for the world’s top pharma
companies. Part of her expertise is in operations and execution.

Simran Jora
Health & Social Impact

Entrepreneur

I’ve been fortunate to be at the right place at the right time in my career
– technologically, organizationally and operationally. As a first QA hire, I

built a world-class quality management system (QMS) and quality
organization from scratch, to enable digital health revolution at Verily

(Google) Life Sciences. Essentially the same feat I previously
accomplished at the DNA-sequencing (NGS) giant Illumina, which

spearheaded the genetic revolution. Most recently, I’ve been working
with novel companion/in-vitro diagnostic leaders in oncology in

partnerships with big-pharma, in making precision medicine a reality
through the power and promise of data and artificial intelligence. More

importantly, I’ve had the opportunity to work at the confluence of
various industries critical in delivering today’s healthcare - medical

devices, in-vitro/companion diagnostics, high-tech (software giants),
pharma, biotech and clinical laboratories - as partners or joint ventures

- in taking products from clinical to commercialization. 

Dr. Taranjit Samra, 
DRSc, MSEE

Corporate Vice President
Quality Assurance at 

Caris Life Sciences



In my role as a strategy advisor over the last ~3.5 years, I have been
fortunate to work with diverse biotech and life sciences organizations
as an advisor for corporate strategy including BD&L, CI, and alliance

management. My Primary area of expertise has been AI in pharma and
digital health. I have advised several mid sized biopharma companies

on AI adoption strategy and early stage startups building AI in
pharma/digital health platforms for growth strategy, fundraising,

product market fit and BD. I am a panelist in Healthcare Digital
Innovation Showcase and will be sharing my insights for the above. 

Dr. Amandeep Singh, PhD
MP Advisors

 Dilpreet Sahota
CEO at Trek Health

Dilpreet Sahota is currently the CEO & Founder of Trek Health, a
healthcare platform delivering a frictionless financial experience

between mental health providers, patients and payers. The company
eliminates administrative burdens required for financial transactions
to ensure providers are able to maximize their time with patients. By
leveraging artificial intelligence to automate claims processing, Trek
Health is synchronizing providers and payers to ensure the highest
quality of mental health care is delivered nationwide. He brings a

wealth of experience from his previous roles as Special Ops Lead at Big
Health and Growth & Analytics Manager at Health IQ. 

Mandeep Dhillon is a visionary product leader, passionate about
unlocking the power of emerging technology to benefit the lives of

young people and their families. He is currently the Co-Founder, CTO
and CPO of BeMe Health, a company dedicated to addressing the
mental health needs of all teens through technology and human
intervention. Previously, Mandeep led multiple product teams at

Facebook, spanning notifications, college communities, Messenger
for Kids, Marketplace, Pages, Integrity, emerging markets and Privacy.

He developed unique insight into online privacy/safety, mobile
natives, children's technology and the emerging modern web through

founding 1StudentBody/Polymath and Togetherville, navigating
Facebook and COPPA and selling the company to Disney. 

 Mandeep Dhillon, JD
Chief Technology 

Chief Product Officer
Co-Founder at BeMe Health



I am an Internal Medicine physician who has made the pivot to
the pharmaceutical industry, (drug safety) about 4.5 years ago.

I educated myself about this industry and specific field by
networking on LinkedIn. I am happy to discuss the importance

of professional networking and how in this line of work I can
continue contributing to patient care and representing our

community.

I am a physician scientist working to better understand the
neurobiological basis of childhood onset depression and other
mood disorders, and mechanisms of adaptation to stress. My
expertise includes clinical and research evaluation of youth
with or at risk for mood disorders, clinical trial design, data

analysis and interpretation, and the development and
implementation of novel diagnostic and treatment strategies

and research tools. I enjoy innovating to discover and optimize
therapeutic targets, and devising ways to improve mental

health access and delivery. My colleagues would describe me
as a passionate and entrepreneurial clinician scientist, who
approaches challenges with curiosity and an openness to

learning. I am ever seeking opportunities for collaboration that
will allow me to develop and promote novel solutions for the

treatment and prevention of lifelong mood disorders. Specific
fields of interest include academic-industry partnerships, data

analytics, biotechnology, and pharmaceuticals.

Dr. Manpreet K. Singh, MD, MS
Associate Professor of 

Psychiatry & Behavioral Science

Dr. Savreet Kaur
Drug Safety in Clinical Trials

 & Clinical Development

Sonia is a Senior Director of Global Medical Information at
Gilead Sciences, where she oversees the Virology and

Established Products portfolios. She is a leader in medical
insights, heading up her department's first patient insights

initiative, and presenting the findings at DIA and other patient
engagement forums. Throughout her career, Sonia has

acquired extensive knowledge in various therapeutic areas and
has published articles on medical information.

Dr. Sonia Sandhu, Pharm.D
Senior Director

 Global & US Medical Information



Dr. Deepti Jaggi is an experienced industry senior executive with over
20 years of experience in driving innovation at the intersection of life
sciences, healthcare, and technology. Her expertise is in transforming

businesses through software, AI/ML, and advanced analytics. She
currently serves as a Board Member at Envision Pharma Group and
Tech CU. Most recently, she served as Chief Strategy & Commercial
Officer at Better Therapeutics, a publicly held digital therapeutics

company. Before that, she served as the Global Head of Patient
Insights & Solutions at Astellas Pharmaceuticals with responsibility for
the Americas, EMEA, China, and Japan. Prior to that, Dr. Jaggi served
as President & Chief Medical Officer at Clinakos Inc., a Silicon Valley
company at the forefront of leveraging data and AI in healthcare and

life sciences. She helped grow Clinakos from startup to revenue stage,
serving multiple top pharmaceutical companies. Dr. Jaggi's previous

experience includes positions of increasing responsibility and
leadership at Johnson & Johnson, Genentech, Oracle, and Kaiser

Permanente. She has also served as a consultant to TPG Capital. Dr.
Jaggi's educational background includes a PharmD from the University
of Southern California and an MBA from Stanford Graduate School of
Business. She lives in the San Francisco Bay Area and has experience

working in US, EU, APAC and LATAM. 

I am an Endocrinologist and started my career practicing and
teaching for several years. I then transitioned to working in

Biotech/Drug development and have been in the industry for over
15 years. I have worked on novel pathways and molecules in both

large and small companies including startups and in a wide variety
of therapeutic areas. 

Dr. Puneet Arora, MD, MS
Chief Medical Officer
Lassen Therapeutics

Dr. Deeptil Jaggi,
 PharmD, MBA

Pharma/Digital Health 
Executive/Board Director

Tina Singh is the lead corporate transactional attorney for innovative
start-ups including both technology and life sciences companies. Tina
has served as a board member for start-ups and the Palo Alto Area Bar

Association, had a TV show on start-ups, chaired the legal chapter of
an acclaimed book on entrepreneurship, and presented learning
sessions with Silicon Valley legends such as Michael Mortiz, Ann
Winblad, Guy Kawasaki, William (Bill) Draper III, and the general

counsels of large public companies. Tina will be presenting “Dos and
Don’ts” legal tips to support innovation.

Tina Singh, JD
Singh Law Corporation



I am a MedTech entrepreneur in the Boston area who has founded
and run many medical device and biopharma companies. Many of

my inventions have now become standard of care in various
surgical and interventional procedures. These include surgical
sealants, spacers, vascular closure devices, and drug delivery

systems. These products treat over a million patients each year
and generate over $500MM in revenue annually. I will speak about
how to evaluate medtech investments as well as how to evaluate

ones own ideas prior to launching a company.

Dr. Amar Sawhney, PhD
General Partner, Incept LLC

Dr. Sanjit Singh Dang, a seasoned Silicon Valley professional, boasts a
multifaceted career spanning over two decades as a Venture

Capitalist, Corporate Executive, Board Member, Speaker, and Writer.
Currently serving as the Co-Founder and Chairman of U First Capital,

he has played a pivotal role in backing industry-leading companies
like SpaceX, Uniphore, Pensando, and DevRev. With a track record
that includes leadership at Intel Capital, board roles in successful
ventures, and contributions to Forbes as a writer, Sanjit remains a

prominent figure in the tech and investment landscape, further
extending his impact through advisory roles at the UN's World

Artificial Intelligence Organization and the University of California
President's Innovation Council.

Dr. Sanjit S. Dang, PhD

Meeta Kaur
Writer, Lead Creator & 

Editor of The Kaurs 
Reimagine Story Project

Meeta Kaur is a multiverse writer, storyteller, speaker, advocate,
and educator.  Meeta is the creator and editor of “Her Name Is
Kaur:  Sikh American Women Write About Love, Courage, and

Faith,”  published by She Writes Press, 2014.  In conjunction with
the writing life, she completes her graduate work in Political

Communications at American University with a concentration in
political speech writing.  Kaur sits on the DEI Committees for
American University School of Communication, the Connelly

School of the Holy Child, and Burning Tree Elementary.  
Additionally, she organizes for Sikhs Against Abuse in Washington

D.C.. Kaur was also awarded the Hedgebrook Residency for
fiction, the alumni return for creative non-fiction, and The

Elizabeth George grant for fiction. She graduated with an MFA in
creative writing from Mills College, and a B.S. and B.A. from the

University of California, Davis. 



Inderpal  S. Chawla
Executive Chef

Inderpal S. Chawla is an Executive Chef with extensive knowledge
of European and World cuisine and an expertise in Italian cuisine. A

graduate of the Art Institute of Washington DC, he was trained
under Master Chef Edwin Scholly, and furthered his studies in

Orvieto, Italy under Master Chef Lorenzo Polegri. Inderpal gained a
deep appreciation and understanding of cooking traditional

Umbrian entrees and pastries as well as learning alcohol and wine
pairing. On further studies in Italy, Inderpal assisted Master Chef
Lorenzo Polegri in teaching European and World cuisine for ten

weeks. The son of Indian immigrants, Inderpal, raised with a daily
dose of spices and rich flavors, along with the taste of his culture

add a unique influence to the dishes he creates. Inderpal brings his
style, personality and energy into all aspects of working in the food
industry from banqueting, to catering, to personal chef services, to

cooking classes, and demos. Inderpal has a real positive
personality, thrives on challenges, with positive desire to learn. He
has a true passion for food, pairing wine & alcohol, his energy and

humor can give a good twist to any kitchen.

Dr. Amrit K. Sethi
Dentist by Professor

Author of Children’s Books

 Dr. Amrit Kaur Sethi, a dentist by profession, is following her
passion for writing by weaving stories for children that spark
their imagination. This first-time author was born in Mumbai,

India, to a family whose values are deep-rooted in the teachings
of the Sikh religion. She is the mother of a young, adventurous
Sikh boy, who inspires her to write stories he loves and relates

to. Her books aim to subtly imbibe morals while inspiring
exploration and creating space for developing values in young

minds. In these books, she aims to teach them patience,
perseverance, integrity, and selflessness through the medium

of a fun, imaginative story. When she’s not writing books, Amrit
loves spending time with her family, friends, and community in

the San Francisco Bay Area. She enjoys exploring new places
and expressing her creativity through music and writing.



Dr. Rajwant Singh is the founder and President of EcoSikh, a global
organization working on the climate crisis facing the planet. It has

engaged the worldwide Sikh community to take action on
environmental issues. He also co-founded the National Sikh

Campaign, an initiative to inform Americans about the Sikh identity.
Dr. Rajwant Singh is also the Chairman of the Sikh Council on Religion

and Education (SCORE), an organization that has worked with the
White House and the members of the United States Congress. He

organized a large gathering of the Sikhs to interact with political and
elected leaders at Capitol Hill. He was instrumental in organizing the
first-ever celebration of Guru Nanak’s birth anniversary at the White

House in 2009. Dr. Singh has been interviewed by many media
outlets, including CNN. Dr. Singh is a practicing dentist and has four

dental clinics in the Washington DC area. Dr. Singh currently resides in
the Washington, D.C. Metro Area.

Dr. Rajwant Singh
Founder, EcoSikh

Dr. Prabhjot Singh, MD, PhD, is a physician who believes in a future of
healthcare that is advanced, affordable, and available to all. His is
Senior Advisor for Strategic Initiatives at the Peterson Center on

Healthcare. Most recently, he was Chief Medical Officer of CHW Cares
(acquired by Oak Street Health, now part of $CVS). He is also the

author of Dying and Living in the Neighborhood: A Street Level View
of America’s Healthcare Promise (Hopkins Press).  Previously,

Prabhjot was an assistant professor at Columbia University’s School
of International and Public Affairs and co-chair of the One Million

Community Health Workers Campaign, which was based at the Earth
Institute. He has also held leadership positions as the Vice Chair of

Medicine and Chair of Global Health & Health System Design at Mount
Sinai, where he remains affiliated as an Associate Clinical Professor
Medicine and Global Health. In addition, Prabhjot is on the board of

the Auburn Theological Seminary and We in the World. He has
previously served on the board of the Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation. He actively advises healthcare entities that have the
potential to achieve breakthroughs in affordability and last mile

distribution.

Dr. Prabhjot Singh, MD,
PhD

Senior Advisor for
Strategic Initiatives at the

Peterson Center on
Healthcare



Dr. Swaiman Singh, MD
Mayo Clinic

Dr. Swaiman Singh is a clinical instructor and advanced heart failure
and transplant cardiology fellow at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN. He has

also been part of many humanitarian and enviorment saving efforts
including recently in India during the COVID-19 pandemic and recent

Ukraine Russia war. He is president and founder of 5 Rivers Heart
Association whic is working to improve healthcare, education and
enviorment in underserved areas around the world. Organizations
teams are currently established in several states in United States

including Texas, California, New York, Illionois, Florida and Virginia.

Sneha Kaur is a junior in High School. She is interested in biology
and engineering and aspires to be a bioengineer. She has been

engaged with Guru Harkrishan Medical Clinic since August 2022
and she is one of the three Co-Leads this year.

Sneha Kaur Kamboj
High School Junior

Dani Kaur is a junior in high school. She is passionate about
behavioral sciences, and she hopes to become a psychiatrist
in the future. Dani joined the Guru Harkrishan Medical Clinic
team in the very initial phase and she is one of the Co-Leads

this year.
Dani Kaur

High School Junior

In March 2010, Major Rattan graduated from Officer Basic Training
at Fort Sam Houston, making him the the first Sikh American

soldier to do so in decades. After graduating, he completed his
residency at Fort Bragg. He began his service in 2010 as an Army

dentist at Fort Drum and was deployed to Afghanistan from March
2011 through October 2011. Major Rattan volunteered to serve in a

remote forward operating base. While deployed, Captain Rattan
performed approximately 25% of all dental procedures performed
throughout the 673rd Dental Company. He was awarded an Army

Commendation Medal for his “outstanding performance, technical
expertise, and unwavering commitment to mission

accomplishment in a hostile environment[,]” and a NATO Medal for
defusing a tense confrontation with Afghan civilians.

Dr. Tejdeep S. Rattan, DDS
U.S. Army



Nimmer K. Johal

Nimmer K. Johl is on the  pre-med track and dedicates her
spare time to lab work, research, and volunteering as well as

co-leading for Sikh Health Network, a nonprofit. She
participates in Seva for her community as she is passionate

about giving back and helping others.

Sehej S. Johal
Undergraduate Biology Student 

at UC Davis

Sehej S. Johal is a micobiology student at UC Davis and he is
passionate about healthcare and medicine especially as it

relates to community care. He is the co-founder of Sikh
Health Network, a US non-profit committed to enabling Sikh

Gurdwaras to start and maintain a free health clinic

Dr. Amrik S. Khalsa
Nationwide Children's Hospital 

The Ohio State University

Amrik Singh Khalsa is a clinician scientist at Nationwide
Children’s Hospital and The Ohio State University. He is

dual-boarded in Internal Medicine and Pediatrics and
conducts research that focuses on reducing disparities and

improving outcomes in obesity and its related co-
morbidities through family-based, prevention interventions.

He is also interested in serving his Panth through health
education and health literacy interventions. 

Dr. Ammundeep S. Tagore MD, 
MBA, MSHA, FAAEM, FACEP 

I am an emergency physician with a sub-speciality in EMS &
Disaster Medicine.  I am also a Tactical Physician for our

State SWAT team providing care under fire. Learning from
the active shooter event at the Gurudwara in Oak Creek,

Wisconsin and from general medical emergencies that occur
in a Gurudwara, I will discuss items recommended for

medical preparedness in the Gurudwara. 



Dr. Kamal S. Kalsi, DO
Military Officer

White House AANHPI Commissioner

Dr. Kamal Singh Kalsi, LTC, USAR is an emergency
medicine physician from New Jersey that has served in
the Army for 20 years and was awarded a Bronze Star
medal for his work taking care of hundreds of combat

casualties on the front lines in Afghanistan. He has
transitioned into the Army reserves, and now serves as a
senior advisor for Policy Vets and a Fellow of the Truman
National Security Project’s Defense Council. He founded

the Sikh American Veterans Alliance (SAVA) in order to
promote diversity, religious freedom, and service.

Professor G. Dave Singh is a US citizen who was born,
educated and trained in England, UK.  He holds three

doctorates, including Doctor of Dental Medicine; a Ph.D.
in craniofacial cleft palate development; and a third

Doctorate in Orthodontics.  During 2008-2016, Dr Singh
was the Founder and CEO of his start-up company, which
was successfully listed on NASDAQ after its IPO in 2020.  

During that time, he had approx. 12 patents issued.  In
2019, Dr. Singh was the recipient of the US Invisible

Disabilities Association award.  In 2020, Dr Singh was
given a lifetime achievement award for his work on
obstructive sleep apnea.  Currently, Dr Singh is an
Adjunct Professor in Sleep Medicine at Stanford

University, USA.  

Dr. G. Dave Singh, DMD, PhD, DDSc
Adjunct Professor & Sleep Medicine

Stanford University



Dr. Navneet Singh
Thoracic Medical Oncologist

Tenured Professor of
Pulmonology 

 

Dr. Navneet Singh is a thoracic medical oncologist, tenured
professor of pulmonology and faculty-in-charge of the Lung

Cancer Clinic at Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and
Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh, India. His primary area of clinical

expertise & research is thoracic oncology especially targeted
therapies and immunotherapy for treatment of non-small cell

lung cancer (NSCLC). A past recipient of the International
Development & Education Award (IDEA) of American Society of
Clinical Oncology (ASCO), Prof. Singh was Chair (2018-20) of the
IDEA steering committee. He is the coordinator & convener for

PGIMER's multidisciplinary thoracic oncology group that received
the Lung Cancer Care Team Award (Overall Winner) of the

International Association for Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC) at its
2019 World Conference on Lung Cancer (WCLC) in Barcelona,
Spain. He was recently conferred the IASLC Clifton Mountain

Lectureship Award for staging at 2023 WCLC at Singapore. 

Dr. Kanwaljeet S. Anand, 
MBBS, D.Phil

Stanford University
 School of Medicine

Dr. K.J.S. (“Sunny”) Anand received an MBBS from University of
Indore, was a Rhodes Scholar at University of Oxford, and

postdoctoral fellow at Harvard Medical School.  He has received
many awards and is the 2009 Rosenstein Laureate, the highest

international honor in the field Pediatrics.  For community
service, he received the Father Joseph Biltz Award from NCCJ
(2007), Dr. Martin Luther King “Salute to Greatness” Individual

Award (2008) from State of Arkansas, the Nightingale
Excellence Award from Stanford Children’s Healthcare (2016),

and others.  He is currently a tenured Professor of Pediatrics at
Stanford University and remains passionately involved in

serving the poorest rural communities. He will talk about the
world's first completely free-of-cost medical college built

exclusively for training rural physicians, nurses, and
paramedical providers. 



Dr. Gurrinder S. Atwal, 
DDS, MSC, MAGD

Associate Professor
at UCSF

Dr. Atwal apart from a very state of the art, successful private
practice for over 23 years and faculty role at the University of

California, San Francisco, enjoys mentoring youth seeking dental
professional journey  to being  successful dentists. Gurrinder strongly

believes in practical yet evidence based dentistry. Dr. Atwal enjoys
volunteering at various national and international humanitarian

organizations addressing social determinants of health. His
presentation will be on Dental & Medical Humanitarian Projects in

East Africa & the Kingdom of Cambodia. He will also touch upon
remedy to “burn out” for the healthcare professionals. 

Dr. Bains serves as Medical Director at Bakersfield Recovery Services
overseeing substance abuse, addiction, and mental health

rehabilitation. She was appointed by then Governor Brown to the
California Healthcare Workforce Policy Commission and was awarded

the 2019 Hero of Family Medicine by the California Academy of
Family Physicians, and the 2021 Beautiful Bakersfield Award from the

Greater Bakersfield Chamber of Commerce.
Dr. Jasmeet K. Bains, MD

Family/Addiction Physician
Member, California State

Assembly

Dr. Gill focuses on all aspects of surgical treatment of urologic
malignancies and is experienced in both open and minimally invasive
surgery including robotic surgery. He has collaborated with multiple

subspecialists and has published on many facets of urologic
oncology. Dr Gill’s practice and research also focuses on benign

prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and researches into and is adept at a
range of surgical treatments, including minimally invasive therapies.

He is actively involved in developing and studying new minimally
invasive devises for the treatment of BPH. Dr Gill has keen interest in
Global Health and has helped shape multiple programs in developing
countries. He is a Fellow of at the Stanford Center for Innovation in
Global Health and focuses on sub-Saharan Africa. Dr Gill is actively
involved with education and training of urologists in sub-Saharan

Africa. He is an external examiner for the College of Surgeons of East,
Central and Southern Africa (COSECA) and participates in their

urologic training programs and conferences.

Dr. Harcharan S. Gill
Professor, Emeritus, 
Stanford University



Harbir Kaur Bhatia
CEO at

 Silicon Valley Central Chamber

Harbir is a civic entrepreneur and honored with multiple awards
and recognitions for her impact and efforts. She has a diverse

background in leadership, technology, marketing & PR,
community organizing, and production. She has worked across

multiple industries from defense, SW/HW, Services, and nonprofit
sectors. Harbir has a Bachelors in Electrical Engineering and a

Masters in Engineering Management. She has led and launched
products in online learning and social engagement, digital

transformation practices, and also started social enterprises.
Now she works on pressing issues of our times, including Ukraine

humanitarian crisis. At the start of the pandemic she launched
community coalition to provide Covid relief for the public and

frontline workers by creating solution streams through
volunteers and putting unemployed people to work. She

advocates for increased collaboration between the private and
public sector and using data and technology to create solutions
that increase quality of life, solve the pressing issues and needs,

enrich experiences, and driver high impact outcomes! 

Dr. Gurpreet K. Padam 
MD, FAAP, DipABLM

Adult & Palliative Medicine, In
Affiliation with UCSF Health

Founder & CEO 
Home Based Medicine

Commissioner, Commission on
Disabilities, 

San Mateo County

Dr. Padam is a Stanford/VA trained Palliative Medicine physician
with a focus on Ethnogeriatrics.   She is an ambassador of Applied

Compassion and a graduate of The Center for Compassion and
Altruism Research and Education at Stanford University.   She

identifies innovative ways to fill the gaps in community health &
wellness and thus co-founded a free medical clinic at the San
Jose Gurdwara and Sikh Family Center, a national non-profit

focusing on gender justice. She also serves as board president for
RotaCare Bay Area, a non-profit that operates nine free medical

clinics for the uninsured in the Bay Area, and president of
California Academy of Family Physician, San Mateo Chapter. 



Graduated from UCLA and VA greater LA, currently practicing
as endocrinologist in Bakersfield. Actively involved in

community doing educational activities, teaching students,
mentoring residents. Engaged with Novo Nordisk and Astra

Zeneca as a promotional speaker to raise awareness of novel
therapies. Raised 2 Gursikh kids Amrita and Ishmeet, together

they’re popularly known as the AI powered dynamic duo 😀
Dr. Jasleen K.  Duggal, MD

Kern Endocrine Center 

Ravinder Singh Bhalla, often simply called Ravi Bhalla, is an
American civil rights lawyer, politician, the 39th and current
mayor of Hoboken, New Jersey. Prior to becoming mayor, he

served in the city council of Hoboken, New Jersey, since 2009.
On November 7, 2017, he was elected New Jersey's first Sikh
mayor, as well as the first elected mayor in the United States

who is a Sikh and wears a turban.
 Ravi S. Bhalla, Esq.

Civil Rights Lawyer & 
Mayor of Hoboken, NJ

Ishmeet Narula
Punjabi/Hindi Vocalist & 
Song-Writer from India

Ishmeet Narula is a punjabi/hindi vocalist and song-writer from
India. You can find her on her YouTube Channel, Instagram , or

Facebook for her upcoming shows.



Dr. Gurinder Mohan Singh Vasdev
Mayo Clinic College of Medicine 

Rochester, MN 

Consultant Anesthesiologist and Intensive care specialist at
Mayo Clinic Rochester, MN. Past President of SOAP. Moderator

for the ePoster presentations at NASMDA. 

Dr. Swaranjit S. Bhasin is a diagnostic radiologist at The
Permanente Medical Group who seeks to utilize his medical
expertise to tackle the obesity and poor metabolic health

epidemic. 
Dr. Swaranjit S. Bhasin, MD

Radiologist at The Permanente Medical
Group

Dr. Vinny K. Singh, DDS
Owner of Smiletheory

Dr. Singh is a skilled dental practitioner with several years of
leadership experience. She currently treats patients in her
modern, San Jose private practice, Smiletheory. She brings
years of clinical excellence to her practice and focuses on

elevating the patient experience while providing all general
dentistry services under one roof. Previously, she treated
patients in a holistic, gentle manner at Total Health Dental

Care while utilizing the latest technologies and comfort
techniques. Dr. Singh recently served as the Associate Dental

Director at Foothill Community Health Center, which has
seven dental offices in the San Jose, California area and an

operating budget in excess of $60m. She is an active member
of the Pacific Coast Dental Implant Study Club, the American

Dental Association, the California Dental Association, the
Santa Clara County Dental Society, the Academy of Laser

Dentistry, and the American Academy of Implant Dentistry.


